NOMAD MONACO
VILLA LA VIGIE
Authors: Campana Brothers, Pietro Chiesa, Gabetti & Isola, Iosselliani Design, Achille Salvagni
Giustini / Stagetti Galleria O. Roma is happy to announce its participation at Nomad, the first edition of a new
traveling showcase dedicated to collectible design and presented in the French Riviera, on the occasion of the
Monte Carlo Art Week. The venue of this first edition will be Villa La Vigie, built in the early twentieth century for
an English magnate on the top of a cliff and restored by Karl Lagerfeld as his residence in the 90s.
Known particularly for the jet set, the French Riviera has always been admired for its elegant parties and villas
set among the natural beauty of the cliffs. Its Mediterranean atmosphere has enchanted so many of the greatest
artists of the last century. The luxury and the high society life that surround Monaco, have always been the
scene of glittering and golden summers of people looking for that excessive kind of entertainments so often
loved and described by cinema and literature. With its old city, the gardens, the sea, the terraces and the balls,
the constant pursuit of perfection, Monaco is the essence of a timeless glamor, more elegant, more exclusive,
more fascinating than any other destination.
At NOMAD MONACO Giustini / Stagetti Galleria O. Roma shows an exceptional selection of both modern and
contemporary precious furnishings, with the intention to give the visitors the magical atmosphere that surrounds
the history of this small kindom. From the simple elegance of the 30s and the refined choice of materials by
Pietro Chiesa, to the Campana Brothers featuring part of the “Brazilian Baroque Collection” inspired by the
Roman Baroque and interpreted through the use of gold and white fur that from the sofa stretches on the floor;
from the eclecticism of architect Achille Salvagni who combines traditional craftsmanship and contemporary
elements, to the 70s glitter glamour style of Iosselliani Design.
The luxury, and its variations, shown in one single room.

When
Opening April 27, 2017; 11.00 – 21.00
On view from April 28 to 30; 11.00 – 19.00
Where
Floor 2, Space M
VILLA LA VIGIE - Montecarlo Beach Club
2 Av. Princesse Grace, 06190 Monaco
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